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EIRL is the next medical image diagnostic support 
technology to catalyze the coming generation

of medical diagnosis. 

Together with the constant advancements in modalities, 
comes the challenges for doctors

to interpret an exponentially large number
of images for diagnosis. 

EIRL aims to provide an accurate, accelerated and 
streamlined solution for medical

diagnosis by analyzing a variety of information required 
for diagnosis.

EIRL will be the closest partner to all doctors,
and serve as another

powerful set of eyes to provide top quality medical care.

To all doctors around the world, EIRL.
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One of the greatest challenges of screening is that the risk 
of missing findings is high. During this process, doctors are 
required to interpret an enormous collection of medical 
image data and assess the necessity of detailed 
examinations for the findings, all in a relatively short 
period of time. In addition to the detection of lesions, EIRL 
aims to provide quantification functionalities and 
capabilities that estimate the degree of malignancy. LPixel 
is currently developing a number of applications which are 
focused on the brain, lungs, breasts and the colon.

In the emergency scene, doctors are under 
immense pressure and time constraints to not miss 
any critical findings. EIRL aims to support 
emergency medical care by detecting findings that 
are commonly missed due to time constraints, and 
identifying those that require immediate attention. 
EIRL also aims to improve the quality of medical 
diagnosis in situations where a specialist or 
experienced doctor is not available. 


